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*Inquirers

*Knowledgeable

*Thinkers

*Communicators

*Principled

*Open-minded

*Caring

*Risk-takers

*Balanced

*Reflective



*

1. Independent learning 
(inquiry)

2. Communication in 
written form of in-depth 
knowledge and 
understanding. 



*

3. Involves intellectual risk-
taking and extensive 
reflection

4. Open-mindedness, 
balance and fairness are 
key for a good EE



*

*Knowledge, 

understanding and 

enthusiasm about a topic 

of your choice



*

*Research paper

*Up to 4,000 words

*Topic of interest to you in 
subject you’re studying this 
year

*Prepares you for university 
level research



*

*Focused topic

*In-depth research and study

*Chosen from IB subject studied 
junior year (exceptions: Human 
Rights, Political Science, World 
Religion, World Studies, Music, 
Theater)



*

*Under guidance of a 
supervisor (a teacher in the 
school) 

*You choose your supervisor 
(Note that certain popular 
subjects and teachers “fill 
up” quickly)



*

*formally presented 

*well structured

*ideas and findings 
communicated in a reasoned 
(proving an argument) and 
coherent manner appropriate 
to the subject



*

*Required for all Diploma 
students 

*Approximately 40 hours 
of work by the student

* Externally assessed 



*

*Combines with TOK to add up to 

three points to total diploma score 

*Must achieve “D” grade on EE and 

TOK for the Diploma.



*

*Choose a topic that fits into one of the 

subjects on the approved extended essay list 

(see Extended Essay Guide)

*Be familiar with relevant portions of the Guide

*Meet deadlines 

*Acknowledge all sources of information and 

ideas in an approved academic manner.

http://xmltwo.ibo.org/publications/DP/Group0/d_0_eeyyy_gui_1012_1/html/production-app3.ibo.org/publication/258/part/1/chapter/1.html


*

*Start early (meaning keep up with all deadlines)

*Work carefully on your research question: spending 
time here will save you time later

(Tip: Use your supervisor!)

*Plan how, when and where you will find materials
for your essay (UW Library has fabulous resources, 
especially for History EEs)

*Plan a schedule for researching and writing the 
essay. Include extra time for delays and unforeseen 
problems (especially important in the sciences)



*

*Keep track of sources as you go (use Easy Bib 

or Noodle Bib)

*Outline before beginning to write (create a 

workable structure)



*

*Choose a topic you are excited about and 

willing to spend 40+ hours on

*Be realistic about what’s possible if you are 

choosing to carry out a science experiment

*If you need help finding a supervisor, ask Mr. 

Wilder or Mr. Braman for help



*

*Broad topics produce weak essays

*EE guide contains examples for most subjects 

(look under the particular subject heading) 

*An example from Physics: 

*Broad: “Gravitation”

*Focused:  “Orbital determination of a minor 

planet”



*

*Literary Analysis. Discuss a literary aspect of one 

work or compare a literary aspect of two works 

written originally in English 

*OR compare a literary aspect of two works, one 

originally in English and one originally in another 

language

*Key: Topic must be LITERARY in nature; you must 

focus on how the texts work as literature.

*Also possible to do a more linguistically oriented 

essay…see guide for details.



*

*Must be written IN the language

*Literary analysis based on a work or works in 

the language

*Also possible to do a more linguistic or 

culturally oriented essay. See guide for details.



*

*Must have a clear emphasis on that particular 

science

*Based on data through experimentation or on 

data or information obtained from literature.

* Recommended that you research the topic 

first before beginning any experiment.

*Skyline science teachers advise you to do an 

experiment (so, option 1 above)



*

*Use a systems approach (learned in class) to 

explore an environmental topic or issue of 

particular interest to you and your locality

*Topic must be open to analytical argument

*Can involve primary and/or secondary data 

collection



*

*May not focus on the last 10 years

*Should provide for critical analysis of source 

material (learned in History class)

*Ideally includes primary sources



*

*Any topic with a mathematical focus

*Must apply good mathematical practice 

relevant to chosen topic

*Start with problems in the math book and 

develop a topic from there



*

*Investigative, analytical argument, not an 

experiment

*Consider your personal interests as a starting 

point (music, fashion, sports), then consider a 

psychological topic within that field

*Support will include relevant theories and/or 

studies within field of psychology



*

*Requires application of business theory, tools 

and techniques (learned in class)

*You review business theory, concepts and 

principles and analyze how they have been put 

into practice and impacted business activity



*

*Real music is at the heart of it. 

*Particular pieces of music, experienced via 
recordings, live performances or concerts, 
should be core focus. 

*Coherent analysis and interpretation of one or 
more pieces of music in relation to the chosen 
research question

*Topic chosen should provide opportunities for 
extensive critical analysis of musical source 
material



*

*Broadly defined (can include architecture, design 

and contemporary forms of visual culture.) 

*Research may be generated or inspired by the 

student’s direct experience of artwork, craftwork or 

design, or interest in the work of a particular artist, 

style or period. 

*Might be related to student’s own culture or 

another culture. Personal contact with artists, 

curators and so on is strongly encouraged, as is the 

use of local and/or primary sources.



*

*Interdisciplinary

*In-depth study of an issue of contemporary 

global significance

*Begin with a world issue, choose 2 EE 

subjects that fit the issue

*Must be studying one, but not both, of the 

subjects



*

*World issues could include: 

* global food crisis, 

* climate change, 

* terrorism, 

* energy security, 

* migration, 

* global health, 

* technology 

* cultural exchange. 

Research draws on theories, findings and methods from two
IB subjects 



*

*First part of essay: Justification of issue as 

global (backed by research)

*Title Page states 2 subjects 

*Global issue can but doesn’t have to have local 

implications, so…for Hunger…could write the 

essay on hunger in your community, or hunger 

elsewhere



*

*Global Issue: Alternative Energy

*Research Q: What are the significant barriers, both 

technical and economic, that are preventing the 

development of electric cars in the PNW?

*EE Subjects: Physics and Economics

*Section 1: Justifies how alternative energy is a 

world issue

*Sections 2 and 3: The technical issues explored 

through a Physics lens; The economics of the issues



*

*Global Issue: Globalization and ethnic violence

*RQ: To what extent has the globalization of 
European soccer decreased violence in the Scottish 
Soccer league between 1990 and today?

*EE Subjects: History and Psychology

*Traditional Catholic and Protestant teams. What’s 
happened since they’ve become international.

*Theory: globalization decreases ethnic violence

* If student had not studied Psychology, would need 
to read up on “social learning.”



*

*Read the “IB Prepared EE” Step 1 packet

*Read the EE Guide, both general information at 
beginning, as well as subject specific sections that 
interest you. Print out the subject section for your 
subject. Critically read it and bring to your 1st

meeting with your EE advisor.

*Brainstorm a list of possible topics. Talk to a 
teacher in the field you’re interested in for help.

*Narrow and focus chosen topic until it’s the right 
size for a 12-14 page paper. You’ll probably need to 
do some reading on the subject to get there.

*Subject Declaration due January 27th. 

http://xmltwo.ibo.org/publications/DP/Group0/d_0_eeyyy_gui_1012_1/html/production-app3.ibo.org/publication/258/part/1/chapter/1.html


*

* Subject Declaration due February 28, 2018.

* Critically read portion of EE Subject Guide due at 1st meeting with Advisor.

* Supervisor Declaration and Research Proposal due March 26, 2018. 

* Working Outline and Works Cited Page due June 8th, 2018. 

* First Draft due September 28, 2018. 

* Students who don’t complete the draft will not have their names on the 
list of diploma candidates given to counselors and will not be allowed to 
register for exams as a diploma candidate. Draft should be a minimum of 
3,200 words and should include proper referencing.

* Conference with Supervisor to discuss draft must be scheduled by December 
1, 2018.

* Revised EE due: February 11, 2019.

* Extended Essay Breakfast: TBA (ca. March/April 2019)



*

*The Effects of Music on Memory (Psychology)

*Defining nobility: the emergence of Classical Ballet 
during the reign of Louis XIV (History)

*Titration of a selection of vinegars to determine 
levels of acetic acid (Chemistry)

*What is the effect of amount of aluminum sulfate in 
soil on biomass of radish plants (Raphanus sativus) 
(Biology)?

*To what extent are Antigone of 
Sophocles’s Antigone and Lily Bart in Edith 
Wharton’s The House of Mirth portrayed as tragic 
heroes? (English)



*

*Calculator Mechanisms and Various Multiplication 
Systems: A Comparison (Math)

*¿Cómo es Ernesto “Che” Guevara usado por los 
líderes de Latinoamérica como un símbolo para 
manipular la gente y por qué lo necesitan? (Spanish)

*How Tesla modifies its products to benefit from 
economies of scale (Business)

*To what extent does capitalism and modern 
business contribute to the deteriorating state of the 
Equatorial rainforests and what sustainable solution 
should be sought out? (World Studies, Bio and 
Business)



*

*EE binders behind the SHS Library circulation 

desk: IB sample essays with scoring explained, 

as well as scored Skyline samples.

*Talk to your faculty supervisor – they can 

access exemplars on their MyIB support 

account.

*Online – be wary!



*


